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Early Motoring in Florida: Making Car Culture

and Race in the New South, 1903-1943
by Fon L. Gordon
t the turn of the twentieth century the emergence of the
American romance and religion of the motorcar arose
within an historic context that included the World's Fairs
between 1876 and 1916. The World's Fairs reified the twin ethos of
technology and racial imperatives of exclusivity in the form of Jim
Crow segregation and exclusion at home and overseas imperialism.
The international expositions between Reconstruction and the eve
of the United States entry into World War I were "the most extravagant cultural events" of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era.1 The
World's Fairs conferred legitimacy on the racialization of mass culture and defined imperialism, technology, and consumerism as the
prerogatives of whiteness.
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The racialization expressed through the exhibits at the World's
Fairs confirmed the social norms of the New South where citizenship, civility, and the franchise were based on race rather than
birthright as defined by the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution. As a scholar of southern history noted, "Equality was
a far more revolutionary aim than freedom." 2 Southern and modern progressivism was "for whites only" 3 with violently enforced
racial disfranchisement, segregated and exclusionary access to
public space, and coerced labor. The development of a motoring
public in Florida occurred within the racial hierarchy of the New
South but also within a emerging tourism industry that depended
upon multi-racial travelers from areas both inside and outside the
South. As a result, Florida's experience with early motoring both
accommodated and challenged the racial imagination.
Racializing car culture began with Florida's post-Reconstruction political development. In 1877, Florida became one of the
last three "unredeemed" former states, along with South Carolina
and Louisiana, to complete the emergence of the Solid Democratic South. A new state constitution in 1885, which replaced the
"carpetbagger" document of 1868 restored Florida as a political
partner in the New South. The 1889 state poll tax provided the
mechanism for disfranchising black Floridians. 4
Restoration of Democratic "home rule" in Florida resulted in
the highest per capita lynching rate in the nation; in the nearly
half-century from 1882 to 1930, the Sunshine state recorded the
highest percentage of lynchings of African Americans in the country.5 Historian of segregation Grace Hale noted the modernity of
lynchings in the use of automobiles and trains, telephones and
2
3

4

5

C. Vann Woodward, The Burden of Southern History (New York: Vintage Books,
1960), 79.
Woodward, Origins of the New South, 1877-1913 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 1951 , 1971) , 369-395; Edward L. Ayers, Promise of the New South:
Life After Reconstruction (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 132-159.
Jerrell H. Shofner, Nor Is It Over Yet: Florida in the Era of Reconstruction 18631877 (Gainesville: University Presses of Florida, 1974), 344; Shofner, "Custom,
Law, and History: The Enduring Influence of Florida's 'Black Code,'" Florida
Historical Quarterly 55, no. 3 (January 1977): 287.
Gilbert King, Devil in the Grove: Thurgood Marshall, the Groveland Boys, and the
Dawn of a New America (New York: Harper Perennial, 2012), 108; Walter T.
Howard, Lynchings: Extralegal Violence in Florida during the 1930s (Selinsgrove,
PA: Susquehanna University Press, 1995). The recent study by Tameka
Bradley Hobbs, Democracy Abroad, Lynching At Home: Racial Violence in Florida
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2015) examines lynchings during the
1940s.
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telegraph, newspapers, radio, and photography to standardize the
lynching ritual and narrative. Modern technology enabled a white
consuming public and recommodified blackness. 6
The southernmost state administered de jure racial separation
in its schools, prisons, transportation, and miscegenation laws that
included a definition of Negro. 7 In 1904, the Florida Department
of Agriculture reminded its citizens of the de facto immutability of
race:
Social equality between the races is not tolerated, and
is impossible; miscegenation is prohibited by law, and the
gulf that marks the social boundary between the white race
and the black, is as broad as the universe, and as fathomless as the infinities of space. Yet, the relationship between
the races is of the most kindly and friendly order. 8
The local, regional, and national public policy of white supremacy
was nearly complete, but never went unchallenged.
Within this context of racial hierarchy, the American automobile emerged as an aesthetic and techno-economic icon of white
male mastery and means, the signal consumer and manufacturing
product of the twentieth century. The speed, status, and personal
mobility of the motorcar entangled the complexity of race and
gender in American life and culture. My contribution to the historiography of the motorcar positions race at the center of American automobility rather than on the margins of interpretation and
social mores. The making of American car culture rehearsed the
discourse of race. The dominant representation of white exclusivity and possession of the automobile and a counter-narrative of
black automobile ownership and use imposed tensions on driving
and the use of the roads that remains salient.
6

7
8

Grace Elizabeth Hale, Making Whiteness: The Culture of Segregation in the South,
1890-1940 (New York: Vintage Books, 1999), 199-239. The ritual murder of
Claude Neal in north Florida in October 1934 is an example of the maturation
and adaptation of the automobile in the evolution of Southern lynching. See
James R. McGovern, Anatomy of a Lynching: The Killing of Claude Neal (Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1982), 77, 80-81.
Pauli Murray, States' Laws on Race and Color (Cincinnati, OH: Woman's Division
of Christian Service, 1951), 77-88.
Florida: A Pamphlet Descriptive of Its Topography, Climate, Soil, Resources and
Natural Advantages in General and by Counties (Tallahassee: Florida Department
of Agriculture, 1904), 277, State Library and Archives of Florida (SLAF),
Tallahassee, Florida. See also Kristin Larsen, "Harmonious Inequality? Zoning,
Public Housing, and Orlando's Separate City, 1920-1945," Journal of Planning
History 1, no. 2 (May 2002): 154-180.
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A significant intersection of race and the automobile in American culture occurred in 1903. In that year, as Henry Ford (18631947) organized his namesake automotive company and "invented
the modern world," African-American scholar W.E.B. Du Bois
noted, "the problem of the twentieth century is the problem of
the color line." 9 Du Bois offered a specific examination of race and
automobility when he observed, "In Central Park I have seen the
upper lip of a quiet, peaceful man curl back in a tigerish snarl of
rage because black folk rode by in a motor car. He was a white
man." 10 Du Bois suggested that segregation compensated for the
low pay received by white Americans with a "public and psychological wage" based on racial hierarchy. The wages of whiteness
enabled the use of violence to enforce sumptuary limitations. Du
Bois wrote,
White labor saw in every advance of Negroes a threat to
their racial prerogatives, so that in many districts Negroes
were afraid to build decent homes or dress well, or own
carriages, bicycles, or automobiles, because of possible
retaliation on the part of the whites. 11
Under threat of individual and collective violence and exposed to
expressions of hostility, African Americans throughout the nation
and the region were warned against public and private displays
of decency, respectability, and cultural norms. To be black and to
imagine or define oneself as an American citizen and technologically assimilated was, ostensibly, prohibited.
Although the automobile originated in Europe, the United
States developed the world's first mass automobile culture. The
"extreme passion for ... and love affair with the motorcar" 12 rationalized the cultural and civic exhortation to participate in the driving
9

10
11
12

W. E. B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk (Chicago: A.C. McClure & Co. , 1903) ,
xiii, 10; A ChronicleoftheAutomotivelndustry in America 1893-1952 (Detroit, MI:

Automobile Manufacturers Association, 1952) , 11-12 in American Automobile
Association (AAA) Archive, AAA Headquarters, Heathrow, Florida; quote
attributed to Henry Ford in Rudi Volti, Cars and Culture: The Life Story of a
Technology (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006) , 23. See
also Richard Snow, I Invented the Modern Age: The Rise of Henry Ford (New York:
Scribner, 2013).
Du Bois, Darkwater: Voices from within the Veil (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1920;
Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, Inc., 1999) , 19.
Du Bois, Black Reconstruction in America 1860-1880 (New York: Touchstone
Book, 1935, 1962, 1992), 700-701.
"Credo," Automobile Quarterly l, no. 1 (Spring 1962): 2, Michael D. Green
Automobile History Collection (MDGAHC), Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
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life. Car culture expanded American nationalism to encompass
driving as constituent of citizenship. 13 Lewis Mumford, a scholar
of urban development, noted at mid-century that " ... the current
American way of life is founded not just on motor transportation
but on the religion of the motorcar, and the sacrifices that people
are prepared to make for this religion stand outside the realm of
rational criticism." 14 The secular worship of the automobile and
"the emotional connotations" 15 of the motor vehicle for Americans,
made it a desirable, contested, and racialized consumer product
and emblem of the nation.
Perhaps in the early twentieth century the automobile rivaled
the status of the slave in the antebellum era. On the centennial
anniversary of the motorcar in American life, David Brion Davis
argued that despite the federal government's successful military
prosecution of the Civil War, it was the South that secured the
"ideological victory" of patriotic and cultural Confederate nationalism, repudiation of Reconstruction, and the erasure of slavery
as the central paradigm in American history. Interestingly, Davis
suggested, "By 1860, a young 'prime field hand' in New Orleans
would sell for the equivalent of an expensive car, say a MercedesBenz, today." 16
Both the enslaved body and the automobile conferred economic and social mobility, status and evidence of wealth, and the
glamour, modernity, and desire of the "commodity fetish." 17 As
an item of sumptuary concern, the automobile was equivalent to
"luxury" slaves who were prevalent in Europe in the eighteenth
century. Dressed in expensive collars and exquisite clothing, their
duties were as ornamental as their frequent Oriental designation
of blackamoor. 18 The historicity of the enslaved and the automobile echoes the intersection of race and the road at the beginning
13

14
15
16
17
18

Cotton Seiler, Republic of Drivers: A Cultural History of Automobility in America
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008); Paul Gilroy, Darker than Blue: On
the Moral Economies of Black Atlantic Culture (Camb1idge, MA: Belknap Press of
Harvard University Press, 2010), 4-54.
Lewis Mumford The Highway and the City (New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, Inc., 1963): 234.
James J. Flink, "Three Stages of American Automobile Consciousness,"
American Quarterly 24, no. 3 (October 1972): 451.
David Brion Davis, "Free at Last: The Enduring Legacy of the South's Civil War
Victory," New York Times, August 26, 2001.
Walter Benjamin, Reflections: Essays, Aphorisms, Autobiographical Writings, trans.
EdmundJephcott (New York: Schocken Books, 1978), 151.
Monica L. Miller, Slaves to Fashion: Black Dandyism and the Styling of Black
Diasporic Identity (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2009).
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of the twentieth century and reminds us of the consumerism of
slavery and car culture.
The new automobile road of the New South recalled the tension of Old South highways and reproduced racial hierarchy. The
dining, lodging, gas, and tourist roadside observed the practices
of and connected the countryside and the city. 19 The national
highway system was a Jim Crow network that included , ironically,
the Lincoln Highway of 1913, the first transcontinental designated
route from New York to San Francisco, and, with an appellation of
sectional reconciliation, the Dixie Highway of 1915, from Chicago
to Miami. It was Carl G. Fisher, owner of the Prest-O-Lite vehicle
lighting company, who organized both road associations. Fisher
was the founder and builder of the Indianapolis Speedway in 1909,
and an important developer of Miami Beach in the 1920s. 20 The
naming of the Lincoln and Dixie Highways, during the fiftieth
anniversary of the Civil War, affirmed sectional reconciliation and
the South's ideological success.
Southern automobile touring and racing became part of
New South economic and urban boosterism, offered evidence of
technological progress despite a regional reputation for poverty
and backwardness, encouraged the good roads movement in the
region, and was a site of sectional reconciliation. 21 Southern motoring offered a site of white egalitarian technological appreciation
and competence. The organization of automobile racing as a civic
and social celebration made the venue respectable and legitimate
spectator leisure. The sport contributed to the rise of elite celebrity culture comprised of white gentlemen enthusiasts and racing
professionals and corresponding mass public and cultural appeal.
19

20

21

Karl Raitz, "American Roads, Roadside America," Geographical Review 88, no. 3
(July, 1998): 364,365,376, 385;]. Todd Snow, "The 'New Road' in the United

States, Landscapel7 (Autumn 1967): 13-16.
The Lincoln Highway: The Story of A Crusade That Made Transportation History
(New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1935); Victoria Faber Stevenson, "Lincoln
~ighway-Dixie Hig?way," American Highways l (1918-1919), 5-11, AAA;Jane
Fisher, Fabulous Hoosier: A Story of American Achievernent (New York: Robert M.
McBride & Company, 1947);Jerry M. Fisher, The Pacesetter: The Untold Story of
Carl G. Fisher (Fort Bragg, CA: Lost Coast Press, 1998); Joe McCarthy, "The
Man Who Invented Miami Beach," American Heritage 27, no. 1 (December
1975), 64-71, 100-101.
Randall L. Hall, "Before NASCAR: The Corporate and Civic Promotion of
A~tomobile Racing in the American South, 1903-1927, Journal of Southern
History 6_8, no.~ (August 2002): 635. See also Blaine A. Brownell, "A Symbol of
Modernity: Attitudes Toward the Automobile in Southern Cities in the 1920s,"
American Quarterly 24, no. 1 (March, 1972): 20-44.
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By the turn of the twentieth century, American racial discourse,
based on black exclusion from the community of citizenship, presumed black inferiority, minstrel- and midway-derived ridicule and
contempt permeated political, economic, cultural, and institutional content. The paradox and irony of Jim Crow, the hinging
of American freedom and racial segregation, enabled ostensible
white homogenous and egalitarian nationalism. 22 The discourse
and venues of the motorcar required dominant racial ideology
and practices that arrogated the ownership, glamour, and prestige
of motoring to white masculinity and civilization and resolved or
erased class differences in racially hegemonic narratives.23
Black automobile ownership challenged white supremacy in
the age of empire and was a source of racial tension in American
culture. Black automobility contested (and supported) notions of
black poverty and improvidence and challenged belief in a lack
of intellectual capacity to competently operate a motorcar and
negotiated dominant ideas of black political, social, and cultural
under-development. The stigma of blackness made African American automobile ownership ostensibly an anomaly. African Americans were identified as "obviously outside" the automobile market
despite many enjoying "the same standard of living [as] other well
regulated American citizens . . . "24 Hegemonic mores resisted and
resented the African American right to the use and enjoyment of
the automobile.
Black motorists and passengers challenged notions of the automobile as an object and product of exclusive white prestige. Unlike
public accommodations that penalized or excluded black Southerners, automobiles made African Americans personally mobile,
22

23

24

Robert H. Wiebe, The Search for Order 1877-1920 (New York: Hill & Wang,
1967) ; George M. Frederickson, The Black Image in the White Mind: The Debate
on Afro-American Character and Destiny, 1817-1914 (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan
University Press, 1971); Alexander Saxton, The Rise and Fall of the White Republic:
Class Politics and Mass Culture in Nineteenth-Century America (New York: Verso,
1990) ; Claude S. Fischer, America Calling: A Social History of the Telephone to 1940
(Berkeley: University of California Press,1992).
"Settled with a Back Kick," The Automobile 10, no. 25 (June 18, 1904), 662 and
"Editorial: 'A Nigger in the Woodpile,"' Ibid., 666, AAA; Edward Ringwood
Hewitt, Those Were the Days: Tales of a Long Life (New York: Duell, Sloan and
Pearce, 1943), 17-18.
"Automobiles and the Jim-Crow Regulations (1924)," in Hammer in Their
Hands: A Documentary History of Technology and the African-American Experience,
ed. Carroll Pursell (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2006), 211; James J. Flink,
The Car Culture (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1975); Flink, The Automobile Age
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1988), 131.
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enabled greater control over private life, and removed drivers and
passengers from state-imposed transportation discourtesies and
violence. The private motorcar for black citizens provided a space
to avoid and recuperate from Jim Crow assault. Motoring mobility
was a political, social, and cultural tool and counter-narrative that
enabled African Americans to elude racial restrictions and participate in Atlantic and American modernity. The automobile combined technology and design, industrial mass production, status,
nationalism, and personal mobility. Motoring was among the few
or limited pleasures and artifacts of American life that were available to African Americans. Increasing black American automobile
ownership and touring was evidence of black upward mobility and
enabled black Southerners to move out of their historic geographic and racial "place." The visible evidence of black automotive striving stoked white anxiety and resentment and made car culture a
contested site of racial discourse. 25 The efforts to discursively and
violently disable black drivers did not necessarily preclude ordinary
and civil racial interaction in the New South or discourage black
automobile ownership. 26
Zora Neale Hurston (1891-1960) recalled her interest in automobile travelers through central Florida. She observed increasing
motor touring in the state as part of the larger Sunshine economy. 27 Although born in Alabama, Hurston considered the state
of Florida her home; she moved with her family to Eatonville in
Orange County in 1892. Her best-known work is Their Eyes Were
Watching God; she and native son Stetson Kennedy worked on the
New Deal Works Progress Administration (WPA) American Guide
series that included Florida: A Guide to the Southernmost State, published in 1939. The title of her autobiography, Dust Tracks on a
Road, invoked one of the symbolic American landscapes of the
twentieth century. Hurston wrote,
I used to take a seat on top of the gate-post and watch
the world go by. One way to Orlando ran past my house, so
25
26

27

See Paul Gilroy, "Driving While Black," in Car Cultures, ed., Daniel Miller (New
York: Berg, 2001), 81-104; Gilroy, Darker Than Blue, 4-54.
Clyde W. Hall, An African American Growing Up on the West Side of Winter Park,
Florida 1925-1942 (Savannah, GA: Savannah State University Document
Cen_ter, 200_5), 22, 25, 28, Brechner Research Center (BRC), Orange County
Regional History Center, Orlando, Florida; "Homeward Bound from the Fair,"
T~e :1-utomobile 11, no. 13 (September 24, 1904) , 362, AAA.
Wil~1am B. St~onge, The Sunshine Economy: An Economic History ofFlorida since the
Civil War (Gamesville: University Press of Florida, 2008) , 1-20.
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the carriages and cars would pass before me. The movement made me glad to see it. Often the white travelers
would hail me, but more often I hailed them, and asked,
"Don't you want me to go a piece of the way with you?"
They always did .. .for I was always invited to come along.
I'd ride up the road for perhaps a half-mile, then walk
back. I did not do this with the permission of my parents,
nor with their foreknowledge. When they found out about
it later, I usually got a whipping. My grandmother worried
about my forward ways a great deal. She had known slavery and to her my brazenness was unthinkable .. . Nevertheless, I kept right on ... "going a piece of the way" whenever
I could make it. 28
Hurston 's disregard for segregation in her motorcar habits marked
the relative flexibility of Jim Crow boundaries despite their codification and public consensus. Within the racial violence and caste
of the region Hurston's challenge ofracial hierarchy entangled car
culture.
The Robert R. (1900-1984) and Mattie Hall family and their
three sons, Richard, Clyde W. , and Willis, owned a home in Winter
Park but not a radio set in 1930. Robert Hall was a gardener at a
private estate and his wife worked as a cook. In 1929 the elder Hall
purchased his first car, a 1925 Rollin, manufactured briefly from
1923 to 1925, from his employer. Yet, the bicycle, a transportation
vehicle between the horse and the automobile for many Americans, remained a favored mode of transportation for Hall. He used
the bicycle to-and-from work and used the car for weekends, night
trips, and out-of-town travel. Each of the boys owned a bicycle as
well. 29 Clyde Hall summarized his father's political response to
racial segregation on public transportation: "If anyway possible, you
[drove] your car, [rode] your bicycle, walked, or stayed home." 30
The Halls' middle son remembered his family's motor tours:
" ... those Sunday afternoon trips after church to Sanford, Florida,
to visit [family] and the stops at the "Big Tree" near Longwood,
Florida." He continued, "the most fascinating automobile trip the
28
29

30

Zora Neale Hurston, Dust Tracks On a Road (New York: J.B. Lippincott & Co. ,
1942; New York: Harper Perennial, 1991) , 33-34.
Hall, An African American Growing Up, 7, 8, 25, BRC; Andrew Ritchie, Major
Taylor: "The Fastest Bicycle Rider in the World" (San Francisco, CA: Cycle
Publishing, 1988, 2010) , 26; G.N. Georgano, ed., Encyclopedia of American
Automobiles (New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1971), 173.
Clyde W. Hall, 22 .
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family took during my youth was the 1939 journey to Newark, New
Jersey, to visit relatives and [on to] the World's Fair in New York
[City] in our 1935 Chevrolet." 31
The elder Hall taught his two older sons, Richard and Clyde
how to drive his Chevrolet on an African-American baseball field
near their home. After the Hall brothers learned how to drive,
their father entrusted them with using the car albeit with several
rules: 1) if the brothers left home together they were required to
return home together; 2) the car was to be in the garage by midnight; 3) the number of passengers the boys could drive around
was restricted; 4) the brothers were prohibited from parking in
front of a beer hall or tavern; and 5) they were required to return
the car to the garage with the same amount of gasoline as when
they left. 32
Automobile ownership and use for the Hall family was political, utilitarian, and a metaphor for modernity and nationalism
despite the violence and exclusion of racial practices. In the same
year that the Hall family acquired their first automobile, an African
American observer noted that "the automobile is ... bringing just
retribution [to] Jim Crow. All over and everywhere the colored
people are traveling in their automobiles." The correspondent
added that he had seen the African Methodist Episcopal (AME)
Bishop of Florida in his chauffeur-driven Cadillac on his way from
Jacksonville to Atlanta. 33
The Automobile Club of America (AC.A), established in 1899
and the "premier club" of the nation, was an elite white male social
club dedicated to the personal or private "sport of automobilism. "34
The incorporation of the organization conferred legitimacy on the
ownership, discourse, organization, touring, and racing activities of
the motorcar in American life. The AC.A preceded and was affiliated with the American Automobile Association (AAA), organized in
1902. This institutional context of elite, middle-class, and racially
exclusive consumer car culture arbitrated racing records and venues, membership criteria and benefits, and lobbying efforts. The
AC.A 1904 membership roster was impressive and maintained the
tradition of nineteenth-century white egalitarianism that excluded
non-whites and enforced the imperialism of Jim Crow.
31
32
33
34

Ibid., 28.
Ibid., 30.
'Jim-Crow," The Crisis 36, no. 2 (February, 1929) , 66.
"AC.A's _New Home," The Automobile 12, no. 10 (March 11, 1905), 372; The
Automobile Club of America 1904 (New York: Privately Printed, 1904), 9, AAA.
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The four classes of ACA membership established the authority and legitimacy of the club in Progressive-era American culture.
Honorary status was limited to twenty-five and included ex officio:
The President of the United States, the Governor of the State of
New York, the Mayor of the City of New York, and the Director of
the United States Office of Road Inquiry. Other members in this
category included Thomas A. Edison, Elihu Thomson, Guglielmo
Marconi, Alberto Santos-Dumont, and the representatives of ten
European car clubs from London to Moscow. The three other
classes of membership were Life, Active, and Associate. 35 William
K Vanderbilt Jr. , a pivotal figure in Northern and Southern automobile racing in 1904, was an active member and officer of the
ACA in 1903-1904. 36
In January 1904 the membership of the ACA and the AAA
sponsored the automobile races at Ormond-Daytona Beach for
the second year, invented the site as the "birthplace of speed," and
introduced the glamour of motor racing. 37 Citing the essayist and
novelist Aldous Huxley (1894-1963), Enda Duffy examined the
suggestion that automobiles offered a wholly new experience of
speed, a new pleasure of modernity. Duffy theorized a grammar of
culture, adrenaline aesthetics, to define individual experience at a
new level of intensity. 38
The irony of Daytona Beach, Florida, a Southern site, as the
birthplace of speed, disrupted romantic Southern identity as a
geographic and cultural place of languid leisure made possible by
black labor. The dialectic of speed and slowness was a metaphor
for the regional attributes of Northern capitalism and Southern
leisure and the romance of reunion,39 and a trope for racial hierarchy and representations of race and gender. Speed and slowness
informed definitions of modernity, technology, and race and combined the past and present of the South.
35
36
37

38
39

Ibid. , 50, 26-27.
Ibid. , 5, 64.
For a discussion of glamour and the automobile see Stephen Gundle, Glamour:
A H istory (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 231-240; Virginia Postrel,
The Power of Glamour: Longing and the Art of Visual Persuasion (New York: Simon
& Schuster, 2013) .
Enda Duffy, The Speed Handbook: Velocity, Pleasure, Modernism (Durham and
London: Duke University Press, 2009) , 9-11.
Nina Silber, The Romance of Reunion: Northerners and the South, 1865-1900
(Chapel Hill: Th e University of North Carolina Press, 1993); David W. Blight,
Race and Reunion : The Civil War in American M emory (Cambridge, MA: Belknap
Press of Harvard University Press, 2001).
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Daytona Beach was an important destination in early American
racing and motoring. The site marked Atlantic automobility especially in January 1904when W. K. Vanderbiltjr. broke the land speed
record on the hard-packed sand. The racing venue positioned the
South as a central location in the development of automobile performance testing in a region of racial repression. Daytona Beach
marked the first part of the subsequent pairing with the inaugural
Vanderbilt Cup Race in October 1904 at Long Island, New York,
that symbolized the automobile as a site of sectional reconciliation.
Automobile publications attributed the origin of Southern
automobile racing on the beach to James F. Hathaway, a New England snowbird of West Somerville and Boston, Massachusetts, and
frequent resident of Ormond and Daytona. He suggested that
the conditions on the beach encouraged motor racing because
"regardless of weather conditions, there is no dust or mud; tires are
never heated [because of] moisture; and road repairs are unnecessary, for twice in the twenty-four hours the track is entirely rebuilt
by the tides ... "40 Hathaway's belief in the potential of auto racing
on the beach led him to initiate a national advertising campaign to
introduce the venue. But it was "Senator" William J. Morgan, an
associate member of the ACA, columnist for The Automobile Magazine, and a pioneer in promoting bicycle and motorcar competitions, who organized the first races at Ormond-Daytona Beach and
scheduled the site as part of the Florida winter social circuit. 41 Most
of the nation's roads were unpaved but the Florida beach provided
40

41
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a hard, smooth, and level surface and warmer temperatures in winter that were ideal for automobile racing. Historian of Southern
motor racing Dick Punnett suggested that Daytona Beach enabled
"racing on the rim" of the country until the interior was improved. 42
In the fall of 1904, Morgan predicted "the automobile is going
to transform the world we live in [that] few appreciate." He continued, "In ten years, at the very least, automobiles will be cheap, and
everybody will have one. "43 The emergence of motor racing as elite
recreation made the beaches of Ormond-Daytona famous as they
joined other Southern leisure destinations including Pinehurst,
North Carolina (golf), Aiken, South Carolina (equestrian sports,
and Thomasville, Georgia (quail hunting plantations) .44
The fashionable Ormond Beach Hotel served as headquarters for the annual race at Ormond-Daytona Beach from 1903
through 1910 and provided travel accommodations for organizing
officials, automobile association members, owners, racers, visitors,
and fans. One of Flagler's biographers suggested that the completion of the railroad from the South Jacksonville depot to Daytona
by 1889 and his acquisition of the Ormond Hotel in 1890 marked
Flagler's commitment to the development of the east coast of Florida. The cachet of Flagler's Florida railroad and hotels made the
Ormond Beach Hotel a desirable winter resort. 45 Flagler facilitated
American and regional automobility when he reduced Florida East
Coast Railway rates to ship motorcars to Ormond and opened the
Ormond Garage with a service capacity of one hundred automobiles. Located to the east of the hotel, the garage was, ostensibly,
the nation's first "gasoline alley." Special trains ran during the racing season to accommodate visitors and fans. 46
From March 26 through March 28, 1903, the Daytona and
Seabreeze Automobile Association (DSAA) sponsored the first
annual and official motor tournament at Ormond-Daytona Beach.
The opening day program included J.F. Hathaway who raced his
42
43
44
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Stanley Steamer for a mile on the beach-way. The final day of the
tournament scheduled the Hotel Ormond Challenge Cup, the
first beach drag race from a standing start. The DSAA disbanded
at the end of the 1903 program and was replaced with the Florida
East Coast Automobile Association (FECAA) .47 The automobile
press reported that between three and four thousand spectators
attended the meet including "swarms [of] 'pickaninnies. '" 48 The
dominant discourse rendered the black presence and interest in
technology in derisive language that marginalized their participation in modernity.
The tournament at Ormond-Daytona Beach in 1904 was Florida's "golden age ofracing." Amateur and professional drivers raced
and set records and celebrities participated. The weekly journal,
TheAutomobil,e, noticed the arrival of Alberto Santos-Dumont (18731932), the famous and fashionable aviator and balloonist from Brazil and France and honorary member of the ACA. The magazine
published a photograph of him in dapper turned-up trousers, high
white collars, and bowler hat on the beach with Howard Gould
(1871-1959), the financier son ofJay Gould. 49 Santos-Dumont was
a pioneer motorist who bought his first automobile in Paris in 1891
at the age of eighteen when automobiles "had not yet a name." 50
William Kissam Vanderbilt Jr. (1878-1944) was the greatgrandson of the Commodore Cornelius Vanderbilt (1794-1877),
grandson ofWilliam Henry Vanderbilt (1821-1885) and son ofWilliam Kissam Vanderbilt (1849-1920). Scholars suggested that the
fashionable American scion popularized the automobile among
the elite and encouraged the national preference for "large, fast,
powerful cars." 51 "Willie K." as he was known among his family
47
48
49

50
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and friends, was a glamorous and influential figure of automobile
touring and racing. Beverly Rae Kimes called him the "father of
American motor racing." Vanderbilt Jr. was also present at the
1904 program at Ormond-Daytona Beach and provided the most
famous record of early motor racing performance.52
Vanderbilt Jr. participated in and was responsible for the two
venues of motor racing that framed the American automobile
calendar in 1904. His reputation in early car culture was similar
to that of his great-grandfather's philanthropy to his namesake
university or Carnegie and steel, or Flagler and Florida hospitality. The FECAA, with an active membership of forty, sponsored
the second annual Ormond-Daytona Beach racing program from
January 27 through F~bruary 1. On the first day of the racing
program Vanderbilt drove his 90-horsepower Mercedes to set the
world 's land speed record of 39 seconds flat at 92.30 mph .53 In his
first volume of motoring memoirs Vanderbilt recalled his "Racing
Records" from 1900 through 1904 including his six additional first
place finishes at the Ormond-Daytona Beach program. He did not
compete in the inaugural Vanderbilt Cup Race but officiated. 54
The gentlemen amateur drivers at Ormond-Daytona Beach vied
with professional racers. Barney (Berna Eli) Oldfield (1878-1946) ,
the popular cigar-chomping-his most famous trademark- driver
who democratized automobility for the working class, won the AAA
One Mile Championship. 55
The world 's mile land speed record Vanderbilt set was the
most exciting event of the program. The cachet and reputation
of the FECAA, which included his membership, was polished and
the increase in members expanded accordingly. With five times .
as many members as the year before the FECAA built the Daytona
Beach Clubhouse on sand dunes overlooking the wide beachway.
The facility was formally opened on Independence Day 1904. The
52
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figure 39 in black numerals, on a large white flag was attached over
56
the front entrance to commemorate the record time.
After the Ormond-Daytona Beach races, the Vanderbilt Cup
race was the first American international motorcar speed challenge. Vanderbilt donated a ten and one-half gallon Tiffany silver
cup that weighed thirty pounds as the trophy award for the winning
speed. The AAA organized the Nassau County, Long Island, public
road competition scheduled for October 8. 57 Vanderbilt explained
his sponsorship of the contest: "I felt the United States was far
behind other nations in the automotive industry, and I wanted the
country to catch up. I wanted to bring foreign drivers and their
cars over here in the hope that America would wake up." 58
The significance of the Ormond-Daytona Beach automobile
races in 1904 was memorialized in the Vanderbilt Cup trophy. One
side of the Cup read:
Challenge Cup presented by W. K. Vanderbilt Jr. To
The American Automobile Assn under deed of gift to be
raced for yearly by cars under 1000 kilos.
The obverse side of the Cup was embossed with a relief image of
Vanderbilt's finest and fastest moment as the winner of the mile
world speed record on January 27. 59 The Vanderbilt trophy symbolized political, social, technological and sectional reconciliation between North and South in the first decade of the twentieth
century. The trophy, the motor racing venues of Long Island and
Ormond-Daytona Beach, the amateur and professional drivers,
and the authority of the ACA and AAA constructed American and
Southern car culture as racially exclusive.
The Vanderbilt Cup was the only important auto road race in
the country from 1904 to 1910. It preceded the annual Memorial
Day speedway race at Indianapolis by seven years. 60 The OrmondDaytona Beach program in Florida and the Vanderbilt Cup Race
56
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on Long Island, New York, both motor racing venues made famous
in 1904, mapped the institutional context of early car culture and
race in Florida and devised regional and national car culture as the
preserve of white masculinity. 61
Although upper class white Americans presumed ownership
of automobility, car culture rapidly expanded from the recreation
of the elite to include all classes. Nowhere was this more apparent
than in the actions of the state. The Florida legislature authorized
the Secretary of State to register motor vehicles, collect fees, and
issue certificates of registration in 1905. 62 This expansion of car
culture to include state and local regulation provided for the registration of chauffeurs, driving and motor accident protocols, and
violations, misdemeanors, fines, and penalties.
A rush of changes nationally also altered automobile production, road construction, and AAA's activities. The year 1908 was
pivotal in the development of American automobility. William C.
Durant (1861-1947) organized General Motors (GM) and Ford
debuted the Model T. AAA sponsored the first National Road Convention at Buffalo, New York. 63 It was also the year in which Georgia led in abolishing convict leasing and the state felony convict
labor force was dedicated to road work. 64 In 1914, Henry Ford
enabled a stable workforce with higher wages and introduced the
moving assembly line of mass production and AAA was involved in
the organizing of the American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO). The AASHO organized the transition from named
to numbered highways in 1926. Finally, the Federal Highway Act
of 1916 funded highway construction for five years but only states
with highway departments were eligible. 65
In anticipation of federal road-building guidelines, the Florida
legislature organized the State Road Department (SRD) in 1915.
The department consisted of five board members and a State Road
61
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Commissioner (engineer); the board members elected the chairman. The SRD was funded by fifteen per cent of the automobile
license fees collected by the counties. 66 In December 1923 the
SRD began publication of an official monthly magazine, Florida

Highways.
The first editorial of the inaugural issue promised to "primarily promote the cause of good roads in Florida." 67 To that end,
Florida Highways stated that the State Convict Road Force was a
"valuable asset" of the SRD. The magazine reported that the operating cost for September 1923 was seventy-six cents per day per
prisoner. Compared to free labor, available at two and one-half to
four dollars per day, the several convict camps provided labor at
less than half the cost. The article continued, "All white and colored State prisoners who are physically able to perform the work
incident to road construction, except those prisoners retained for
work at the State Prison Farm, compose the road force." 68 What
remained unsaid was the fact that the majorities of both the State
Prison Farm and State Convict Road Force were black men. 69
Ironically, the Southern Gothic imagery and racial order of
the highway chain gang ostensibly combined Progressive humanitarianism and rational modernity. A leader in the North Carolina
Good Roads Movement as early as 1902 observed, "convict labor
[was] the basis of modern road building in the southern states." 70
In other words, the exploitation of black labor in convict leasing
and the chain gang was central to the development of automobile
road infrastructure. Historian of the chain gang Alex Lichtenstein
has suggested that conditions in some convict camps were "more
modern because 'a convict overseer. .. rides about in an automobile and uses a strap handwide studded with brass nails to flog
convicts." 71 The fact that the convict overseer rode about in an
automobile modernized his responsibilities.
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In the decade of the Great Depression John L. Spivak
described the "open road" as a source of labor both for southern
road-building and debt peonage. In one example, a young black
man had been on his way home from Atlanta to Tallahassee. In
Ochlockonee County, Georgia, a sheriff's deputy saw him walking
along the highway "swinging his carefree way." He was arrested
for "vagrancy" and sentenced to work on the Deering plantation.72
African American native of Florida Howard Thurman (1899-1981)
was born and grew up at Daytona and remembered the motor
races at the beach. In his exposition of American culture the
theologian observed that segregation was "an immoral exercise of
power. .. [and] lacked integrity." Thurman explained that segregation enabled "open season" 73 on African Americans and truncated
the mobility of the "open road." Advocates for the chain gang as
modem carceral reform justified their position with an essentialist
ideology. The belief that African Americans would not work effectively without brutal compulsion obfuscated a dominant desire
to practice torture against black bodies. The exploitation of the
chain gang reduced or eliminated local and state road taxes while
subsidizing "white business supremacy." 74
For almost ten years, from July 1932 through June 1941, the
SRD ceased publication of Florida Highways before it was revived in
July 1941 .75 The new iteration assured readers that the magazine
would be self-supporting and would not rely on state support.76
Writing from the Second World War home-front, the magazine
acknowledged Florida's contribution to the war effort in growing
Sea Island cotton for the manufacture of parachutes used by Army
paratroops and Naval aviators. The long-staple cotton replaced the
shortage of silk normally used to pack parachute envelopes. But
the essay and the largest photograph were titled, "Pickaninnies to
Parachutes ... " The article continued, "Florida pickaninnies, see
72
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them in that field of Sea Island cotton near Leesburg, are doing
their bit for Uncle Sam's war effort when they pick [cotton]." 77
A second photograph identified Governor Spessard L. Holland
(1941-1945), Commissioner of Agriculture Nathan Mayo (19231960), and William L. Wilson, director of Florida markets, as they
watched the ginning of Sea Island cotton. It was a photo opportunity that marked the state's contribution to the production of raw
materials that were essential to building an American arsenal.
As can be seen in the above-cited articles, the consistent practice of the publication, before and after its hiatus, was racially hegemonic. In agreement with the state's public policy of segregation,
exclusion, disfranchisement, forced labor, and lynching, the magazine's editors clearly imagined black Florida motorists, tourists,
residents, and citizens as outside its readership and community.
The wartime reductive rhetoric, with an agricultural context and in
alliteration with parachutes, marginalized black labor and erased
the black soldier. At the same time, the term identified whiteness
as the legitimate ethos of the state in the organization of the SRD
and its publication, Florida Highways. The magazine, and the automobile, in this instance, became discursive instruments that devalued African Americans in a moment of national purpose.
The popularity of the motorcar in Florida was marked by the
debut of auto racing at Daytona Beach in 1903; the following year
W. K. Vanderbilt Jr. broke the world's mile land speed record there.
The automobile in Florida and the New South was a symbol of
white masculinity, modernity, and progress. In making whiteness,
the automobile could be used as a commodity ofJim Crow to delineate racial hierarchy and power relations and to shape southern
car culture.
The speed, power, and range of the gasoline engine and the
democratization of access to the automobile enabled negotiation
and challenge of customary racial boundaries. For black Americans, the motorcar functioned as a symbol of citizenship, modernity,
mobility, and respectability as well as a commodity of compensatory
78
prestige. Racial tension and contestation pervaded the politics of
car culture in American life.
By the time of U.S. entry into World War II, the automobile had
transformed American culture and the driving life was the nation's
77
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civic imprimatur. The influence in the South was significant despite
the fact that the region had fewer vehicle registrations than the rest
of the country. Southern car culture devised hegemonic ways to
use the automobile including segregated public transportation of
city buses that led to the Montgomery Bus Boycott in 1955 and the
Tallahassee Bus Boycott, 1956-1958. 79 The Montgomery and Tallahassee movements rendered visible the political and diplomatic
dissonance of racial disparity on public buses in Cold War America.
These mid-twentieth century Civil Rights protests surrounding the
automobile marked the challenge of technology and modernity.
Early motoring and car culture in Florida included Zora Neale
Hurston 's hitchhiking habits, memories of African American car
ownership, Daytona Beach motor racing for the elite, documentation of black chain ga~gs supervised by the state and characterized
as "valuable assets," and content in Florida Highways that celebrated racial hierarchy. The narratives of the automobile used in this
essay, the motorcar memoirs of Zora Neale Hurston and Clyde
Hall, motor racing and celebrity culture at Daytona Beach, and the
SRD's Florida Highways reveal the critical history of local, regional,
and national car culture and locate driving, car ownership, and use
among the on-going challenges of the long black freedom struggle.
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